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For the ninth time in a row BC Lions Moabit 21 e.V., in cooperation with „What You Need

Teamwear“, will be hosting the „International Eastercup in Berlin-Moabit“.More cooperati-

on-partners are the clubs called Red Dragons Königs Wusterhausen & TSV Gutsmuths. Teams 

from all over the world are invited to play at the tournament. 4 continents were already repre-

sented in 2019. Regarding your Visa applications and your travel planning we are welcome to 

help where we can. In 2020 the tournament was canceled because of corona pandemic. BTW: 

Thank you to all participating teams in 2020, who guaranteed their show-up.

Berlin-Moabit ist located in the government district and offers a great public connection. The

MainStation is in very close reach ( 10 min. per foot ). Additionally you have a very easy ac-

cess to public transportation.

The International Eastercup Berlin-Moabit 2021 will be supported by „Deutsches Kinderhilfs-

werk“ DKHW and will take place from the

28th July to 1ST August2021
Prepare yourself for a lot of exciting experiences, events for children, new friendships and 

even more basketball.

Int. Wheelchair-Eastercup 2021
In 2021 the Wheelchair competition will be held for the seventh consecutive time.

Besides the European Championship it is the biggest wheelchair basketball tournament in 

Europe. Pedestrians and handicaped people are playing alongside in this competition.

The current title holder is the team „ Highrollers “ from Great Britain.

The Pfeffersport Devils Berlin operate as the cooperation partner in this competition.

  www.pfeffersport.de

The newest segment added 2019 to Eastercup is called „Eastercup Masters“ and will give 

women and men over the age of 45 years an opportunity to play. Here players are expected 

to arrive until 12am on the 29th, but are warmly welcome to join before this time. The Games 

will start Thurday at 1pm.

Rollstuhlbasketball



The price money in 2021 will be rewarded to the winner of the wheelchair competition. The 

competition of U14 GIRLS and U14 BOYS are again explicitly supported by FIBA. In addition 

all female teams will receive small discounts on the entry fee.   

In 2019 163 teams from 37 countries from all over the world competed in 22 competitions.

In 2021 there will be more than 80 volunteers contributing to the goal that this children pro-

ject, is going to be Germany´s biggest international basketball tournament over the following 

years. FIBA 3x3 competition and Wheelchair 3x3 Competition will be played on Saturday only. 

2PO referees ,coming from several different countries, are invited to register on our website. 

The „3PO Officiating´s Cool Clinic“ (www.officiatingscool.nl) , an advanced training for re-

ferees, will also take place. Furthermore, there will be a special coaching for female referees.

The advanced training for coaches and referees (former IWBF-Referees) in the wheelchair

department will be recognized by the DRS.

All teams, parents, fans and referees can register over the website 

www.eastercup-moabit.de
Here we ask you to note the following registration deadlines:  Teams, 2PO and  3PO-  

Clinic, advanced training for coaches/referees in wheelchair department:  

10.July 2021.

Discounts, Motto + Finals

Discounts will be given to clubs that participate with over 40 people/cupcards. In addition all 

female teams will receive small discounts on the entry fee. If a club organizes a sponsor for 

the „International Eastercup Berlin-Moabit“, it will get a compensation of 100€ on the final 

bill. Therefore in 2021, there are several ways to participate in the „Eastercup“ for a cheaper 

price. Teams will be able to arrive early in Berlin as well as to stay longer. For this, simply 

send an e-mail with stating your desired staying time along with your team registration to  

office@eastercup-moabit.de and we will organize and present something to you.

Girls SUpport



The motto of this international event is: „From children for children“ and „No chances for 

racism“ / „Lefthanded Layup only“. Please do not forget: We are a children project. Children 

and young adults occupy important tasks in the organization and have a big impact on the 

realisation of the event.

Information on the tournament program is provided on our website. Preferably written texts on 

the website has priority factor.

On the 28th of July the 5 opening games will start at 6:30pm. So therefore, the day mostly 

serves as the arrival day. The opening games will be played at Alt-Moabit 10 (main gym), 

entrance next to Penny-Markt Discounter, 10557 Berlin.

The Finals will take place in the same gym:

Friday:  from 4pm Women, University, Wheelchair basketball, Mixed 5on5, Men

Saturday:  from 4pm FIBA 3x3, 3x3 Wheelchair, Refugees, GU22, BU22, Masters 45+

Sunday:  from 8:30am until approx. 17pm 

  on 2 different courts in this sequence:

   Mini U10 Mix, Mini U11 Mix, Mini U12 Mix, GU13, BU13, FIBA GU14, FIBA  

  BU14,GU15, BU15, GU16, BU16, BU17, GU18, BU18, GU20, BU20



Prices, Games + Fees

The organization guarantees every team a minimum of 4-5 games over the course of the

tournament. From 8 team registrations per age group there are Play-Off resp. Play-Down 

games. In the case of only 7 teams in an age group registrating, a placement game will be 

played alongside the group stage. 

Every tournament winning team will receive winner t-shirts, medals and a Berlin landmark, the 

Buddybear, as a trophy. Teams that place second and third also receive medals. The winner 

of the Play-Downs receive a trophy and are requested to attend the trophy ceremony after the 

respective Play-Off final.

The best player of every Play-Off final will receive a little gift from the local basketball shop. 

In addition some games will be live streamed via our Facebook-Fanpage.



All starter fee packages include cupshirts, 14x entry to the All-Star-Saturday-Night-Event 

and a surprise from a local basketball shop.

The deposit has to be payed 14 days after the online registration:

1. 200€: 14 x Cupshirt (size indication via online registration)

2. 400€: 14x Reversible-Jersey  incl. print (size indication via online registration )

3.  Teams that stay at own accommodation (only for teams not from Berlin or Branden 

 burg )

 A)400€: 14 x Cupshirt (size indication via online registration)  

 B)550€: 14x Reversible-Jersey incl. print (size indication via online registration)

4. only for FIBA 3x3 teams:

 A)80€:    4x Cupshirt (size indication via online registration)  

 B)120€:  4x Reversible-Jersey incl. print

  (size indication via online registration)



Every club can provide a sponsor. This sponsor will be represented with a mentioning 

in the tournament magazine, a presentation on social media and a print on the cupshirt, 

which every participant receives. The sponsor has to transfer a minimum of 250€ to the 

tournaments bank account named below. Sponsors will also be given an official tax 

receipt for the tax office. The team that provided the sponsor will receive a compensa-

tion of 100€ on the final bill.

We point out that every team that does not transfer the fee within the 14 days after the on-

line-registration, is asked to inform us or in case of missing information, will lose its place in 

the tournament. The prepayment already includes the deposit of 200€ per team. Teams that 

choose the Cupcard Highschool will have to pay a deposit of 300€ per team up-front. All de-

posits will be payed back in cash at the tournament office after the end of the tournament, if 

all tournament and accommodation rules have been respected. The starter fee packages as 

well as the cupcards can only be refunded in case of retreat until the 15.July 2021. After this 

date we only accept official certificates for resulting payments in case of retreat.

Rules & Schedule 

With very few exceptions we play after the FIBA rules in Berlin-Moabit. Playing time is 4x 8

minutes in all divisions in the game mode 5:5 (except FIBA 3x3, 3x3 Wheelchair), even in the 

final. Only the last 2 minutes of the 4th quarter are being stopped.



The group system shows 4/5 teams per group. First and second place of every group moves 

to the Play-Offs. Every other team reaches the Play-Downs. There is a plan for the scorers 

table (time taking + game sheet to cross out) for Thursday 29.July and Friday 30.July (except 

in Play-Off finals), which every team is asked to take care of up to 3 times. This is based on 

the thought of Eastercup being a children project.

Every team will be informed about their duty in tournament-office/schedule and via e-mail. 

Teams that do not show up on time to their games and have not provided the office with a rea-

sonable excuse one hour before the game starts, have to pay 50 €. Teams that do not follow 

up on their scorer table duties pay 30 €.

A committee will be assembled in case of protests or disqualifications during the tournament,

which consists of the game organizer, a referee official and an office representative. The 

decision of this committee is definitive. Protests have to be reported immediately or at least 

1 hour after the game ended at the tournament office. The protesting team will have to pay a 

processing fee of 50 € up in-front. If the protest turns out to be justified, the committee deci-

des who behaved unfair, that team has to pay a fine of 50 €.

A disqualification during a game leads to a suspension of one game and can be, after

consultation with the affected player and referee, upgraded to an exclusion from the tourna-

ment.This decision also is definitive.The respective fines will be added to the deposit at the 

end of the tournament. All teams that selected the Cupcard Highschool have to pay an ex-

tra 100 € as a deposit for their accommodation to avoid any problems (ex. lost keys, dirty 

rooms). Moreover team representatives will have to sign an instruction sheet at the arrival at 

the office. We want to guarantee a stress free tournament for everybody. 



Age groups, Competitions & Registration deadline 

Men & women - no age limit

Mixed - no age limit, one female player has to be on the court at all times

Wheelchair-Basketball, FIBA 3x3, 3x3 Wheelchair, University - mixing is allowed, no age 

limit, teams will be fairly mixed after age

Masters 45+ - two younger players ( at least 40 years old ) are allowed after consultation with 

the office

Girls in U13, U14, U15, U16, U18, U20, U22

Boys in U13, U14, U15, U16, U17, U18, U20, U22

Mixed teams are allowed in age groups U10-U12!

Exceptions have to be confirmed with the tournament organization.

The registration deadline is 10.July 2021. Teams that register after this time frame will have 

to pay 50€ for the effort of the schedule making team.

www.eastercup- 
moabit.de

The organization allows the inspection of 

age limits with official papers at the tour-

nament. The players are obliged to have 

their official ID´s ready when they are in 

the gym. Unannounced checks are pos-

sible through the organization or through 

the courtmanagers. A violation of the age 

limit leads to the exclusion of the whole 

team from the tournament.

2021



CUPCARD & Catering

Every participant needs a Cupcard to identify themselves and to experience the

international flavor of Berlin-Moabit. Our guests can choose between 4 different Cupcard

variations. The Cupcard only represents your type of sleeping accommodation for 4 nights. 

The variations are besides the number of nights: Highschool, College, NBA, Berlin. 

All youth categories from U10 to U20 will play their games from 29.July to 1.August (

few exceptions will be played on 28.July = arriving day with opening games from 18:30pm). 

Teams that reached the Play-Down finals resp. Play-Off finals ( game for 3rd place as well 

) will also play on the 1.August 2021. Friendly games are allowed on the 31.July, if a gym is 

free. Please find your own opponents and score keepers for this.

Please consider the time of the finals in your planning of the trip.

Cupcard selection   
(number in clamps for adults, who only stay 3 nights)

Cupcard  Highschool – Small gym or accommodation ( no showers guaranteed )

 Please bring own air mattresses, sleeping pads, pillows etc., always accessible

 => 49 € per person (4x nights in Berlin) 

  (=> 40 € per Person (3x nights in Berlin))

Cupcard College - Hostel, while stocks last- Deadline 10.July

 => (1) UCLA 80 € per person (4x nights in Berlin)

  (=> UCLA 65 € per person (3x nights in Berlin))

 => (2) MICHIGAN 90 € per person (4x nights in Berlin)

  (=> MICHIGAN 75 € per person (3x nights in Berlin))

 => (3) DUKE 100 € per person (4x nights in Berlin)

  (=> DUKE 80 € per person (3x nights in Berlin))



 

Cupcard NBA – Hotel, while stocks last - Deadline 1.July

 => (1) CELTICS 119 € per person (4x nights in Berlin)

  (=> CELTICS 95 € per person (3x nights in Berlin))

   

  => (2) LAKERS 129 € pro Person (4x nights in Berlin)

  (=> LAKERS 105 € pro Person (3x nights in Berlin)) 

   some rooms are wheelchairfriendly

 => (3) WARRIORS 139 € pro Person (4x nights in Berlin)

  (=> WARRIORS 115 € pro Person (3x nights in Berlin))

   wheelchairfriendly

Cupcard Berlin –  For teams from Berlin or Brandenburg only, always accessible

 => 20€ per person ( 3x lunch from Thursday to Saturday, days are not exchangeable,

  food can be delivered to the gym for an extra charge )

General Note:  The above printed prices for Cupcard College and NBA are related to 4-8 

bedrooms. Generally it‘s possible to order Cupcard NBA and College after Deadline, we cant 

guarntee our prices. You need to expect higher prioces per person.  To cancel individually 

persons after Deadline cost a fine of 50€ per canceld person. Extra wishes for a 1-3 bed 

room have to be noted in the online registration or send to the tournament office to office@

eastercup-moabit.de. 3x nights regularly means Wednesday to Saturday (Thursday to Sunday 

is also possible). Extra nights before or after the event on request. First installments have 

to be paid 14 days after the online registration onto the tournaments bank account.The re-

gistration deadline is 10.July 2021. Teams that register after this time frame will have to 

pay 50€ for the effort of the schedule making team. But the inclusion can not be guranteed! 

The Payment deadline is 15. July 2021. All teams that have not made any kind of payment 

will be taken out of the schedule.



Variations of number of meals:

In principle we offer All You Can Eat  in the food market. The Catering-Arena is located on 

Court 1, address above. Our guests can choose between:

8 meals 

 Wednesday dinner, Thursday/Friday/Saturday lunch and dinner, Sunday lunch

 70 € per person

5 meals

 Thurday/Friday lunch and dinner, Saturday lunch 

 50 € per person

additional Breakfast

 Thurday/Friday/Saturday/Sunday breakfast

 30 € per person

Public transport:

In Berlin the public transportation is called „BVG“. The ABC tariff means that it can be used 

within and outside of Berlin to reach destinations a little outside of Berlin (f.ex. Airport Schö-

nefeld (SXF)). The tickets are available for our guests in different time frames:



ABC TICKET 27.July-2.august 2021  

   29 € per person

ABC Ticket 28.July -1.August 2021  

   19 € per person

(teams from Berlin or Brandenburg also have to choose an option)

General note: 3x nights usually means Wednesday to Saturday for adult teams. 4x nights in 

Berlin-Moabit from 28.July to 1.August means a 5 day stay. Guests can arrive earlier or leave 

later.Extra nights before or after the event on request. Eventually there will be a camp before  

Eastercup. Information will be shown on our homepage and on our social media channels.

The Catering-Arena serves hearty meals: no matter if breakfast/lunch/dinner. For lunch and 

dinner our guests can choose the food market option. The breakfast offers different buffet 

variations. A food to go (food delivered to the gym or accommodation, only lunch and dinner) 

order has to be called in via the catering manager 2 hours before and an extra charge of 15 €. 

Please inform the organization or mark it on the registration if there are vegans, vegetarians 

or muslims in your group. The chosen amount of meals are marked on your Cupcard and are 

served on the following days:

28. July: dinner 
29. to 31. July: breakfast, lunch, dinner

1. August: breakfast + lunch



General information + Good to Know: 

If Alba Berlin plays a home game in the Mercedes Benz Arena during the event days,we will 

get discounted tickets and add it to our tournament program. After the finals on 1.August the 

teams that wish to stay longer or leave Berlin later are welcome to join our free BBQ ( please 

enter on the list at the office ).

If interested, the organization can organise you discounted 24 hour tickets to the „Tropical 

Island“, a waterpark near Brandenburg.

With every Cupcard comes free entry to every tournament game + the All-Star-Saturday-Night

Event. The Cupcard also guarantees free use of public transportation within Berlin and dis-

counts on the entry to a mini-golf park. Additionally you will get discounts in selected restau-

rants and bars in Berlin-Moabit. The transport to airports or train stations in Berlin have to 

be determined at the shuttle-registration or through an own shuttle registration mask. Guests 

from Scandinavia can be picked up in Rostock for an extra charge. For this enter the precise 

registration section on the website. 

www.eastercup-moabit.de

Teams (except Master‘s teams) can arrive on the 29.July until 11am. Please inform the orga-

nisation about this. 

Important: In the gyms in Moabit, at the office or in the catering area will be no free WIFI 

available. Every team representative should carry a working smartphone. Changes in the re-

sults or schedule will be most likely communicated through our website or email-messages.



Please contact the organization via e-Mail on this: HotSpots f.ex. are found inside the

McDonalds at the MainStation.

Guests can choose between food market meals from various countries for lunch and dinner.

One rule: As long as the stock lasts, but mainly the food is served under the All you can eat

principle.

Teams can receive a certificate or diploma at any time in the office. Again in 2021 teams will 

be able to take home memory pieces in paper from the photo box in exchange for only one 

euro per picture. All advanced trainings and special coaching have a separate registration 

section on the website an can be filled in there.

wheelchair@eastercup-moabit.de 
+49 (0) 176 71 21 73 29 (WhatsAPP)

At least 2 courts will be wheelchairfriendly.

Please keep an eye on our program for more details.

We will again have a basketball shop in 2021. Every year it is located at court 1 and offers

discounts up to 60%. The official cup shirt can be bought any time in sizes from XS to XXXL 

for a price of 12€. Pre ordered shirts can be picked up here at any time. The general opening 

times are 12am to 20pm.Teams also can preorder stuff for the tournament(T-Shirts, Longss-

leeves etc.) Even after the tournament participants are able to get cheaper prices online until 

the 15.August 2021 at „BC Lions Merch-Shop“ and „Dunk Shop Austria“. The discount code 

will be send to you via e-mail or handed to you on the spot after the tournament ends. 

Important: All teams, maximum 10 teams, will be contacted about a possible opening game 

via email.



More important: Regularly visit court 1 and support the games. Spectators can win

prices from the basketball shop and always get to be there at the special events.

@ Cupcard College: Some hostels do not provide a service for towels, bed sheets or pillow 

sheets (ex.the Happy Hostel). Please bring them on your own or pay 2€ once per person  to 

receive some. Check-in is possible at any time. The keys for the rooms are available from 

14:30pm on the arrival day. On the day of your departure the rooms have to be thoroughly 

cleaned and the keys need to be handed over until 11am. Some hostels take a 5€ deposit per 

person for the keys.

@ Cupcard NBA: Check-in is possible at any time. The keys for the rooms are available from

14:30pm on the arrival day. On the day of your departure the rooms have to be thoroughly

cleaned and the keys need to be handed over until 11am.

For fans and parents: Through the organization cheaper accommodations ( hostel + hotel ) 

can be organized for parents or helpers. You can fill this in at your online registration. A day 

pass for the BVG usually costs around 7€. We can offer you one for only 19€ for 5 days. A 

rental car for the time in Berlin can also be organized under the regular price. Car sharing are 

currently very popular, cheaper and a lot better for our nature. Please contact the organizati-

on for locations of the car sharing spots. For transport to the airport or train stations in Berlin 

please directly contact the shuttle-serviceteam. Guests from Scandinavia can be picked up 

in Rostock for an extra charge. For this enter the precise registration section on the website.

www.eastercup-moabit.de

Payment

The deposit has to be payed no later than 2 weeks after the team registration on the tour-

nament website. Differential payments of Cupcards + starting fees no later than the 15.July 

2021 on to the tournament bank account. Early Bird Teams have to have payed at least the 



half of their total price until the 05.Mai 2021 or the discount is invalid. 

Registrations after the 10.July 2021 pay 50€ more. We like to inform that teams without any 

incoming payment until the 15.July 2021 will be canceled from the tournament schedule.

IBAN: DE 67 1005 0000 10 64 5 927 63, 
BIC: BELADEBEXXX 

Recipient: BC Lions Moabit 21, Text: „Enter the name of your club here“

We look forward to your registrations and hope for an unforgettable International Eastercup 

Berlin-Moabit 2021.

See you in July 2021

Your Eastercup-Team



Disclaimer

The participation at Eastercup Berlin Moabit takes place at your own risk. Every participant

recognizes a disclaimer from the organizer for damages of any kind (even pieces of clothing

etc.).

The participant will neither make any claims against the organizer, sponsors nor against the 

city or commune in case of damage or injury that was caused by the participation at Eastercup 

Berlin-Moabit.The organizer and the organizing team do not take any responsibility for any 

health risks of the participant in connection to the participation at Eastercup Berlin-Moabit. 

The organizer and the organizing team is allowed in cases of higher degree violence, incite-

ment by authorities or safety reasons to make changes in the execution of the tournament or 

in severe cases even cancel it.

The participant in this case has no right of receiving a refund on the starting fee or replace-

ment on damages as well as the expenses of travel and accommodation. While registering 

a team the specified personal data will be saved and only be used for the execution of the 

tournament and additionally for the case of a medical emergency. This specifically applies to 

the data needed for any sort of payment (§28 Federal data protection act).

With the registration the participant agrees to the saving of their data for these causes. The in

connection to the tournament taken photography, film recordings and interviews of the partici-

pant in any form of broadcasting services can be used and published by the organizer without 

the right of compensation for the participant. With the registration the participant agrees to 

the publication of said media.

„General Data Protection Regulation“ is applicable law in Germany.



Besonderer Dank geht an:

Rollstuhlbasketball

 



Become a part  
of Eastercup 

International Eastercup Berlin-Moabit is searching for following jobs for the event in 2021:

• 2x Courtmanager
• Cleaning Staff
• Drivers for the shuttle service
• 3x tour guides for teams, that not have been to Eastercup yet
• So,e name-sponsors for different competitions
• Main sponsor for a partnership over 2 years
• Integration of a 2nd type of sport, preferably ball sports
• Sponsoring Manager
• Social-Media Manager

More information on requests through office@eastercup-moabit.de or through our website:

www.eastercup-moabit.de



For showcasing modularity of purposes of International Eastercup Berlin-Moabit:

Given is a team f.ex. called „Red Dragons Königs Wusterhausen“.

The wish is to register 2 teams: BU18 + adult men
10 BU18 + 10 adults , one coach + 4 parents 

The men only want Cupshirts, the BU18 want Reversible Jerseys to take as a souve-
nir from Eastercup.

They want to sleep in a hostel. They also want food over the whole tournament.

There are 3 categories for hostels:
choice between UCLA, MICHIGAN or DUKE

Red Dragons chooses MICHIGAN.

8 meals + breakfast for the coach, parents and BU18.
5 meals + breakfast for the men, who leave on Sunday ( 3 nights ), less food because 
they leave early.

All of them choose BVG-Public-Transport from 28. July-1. August.

Let´s calculate:

fee:    U18    400€  400€ +
   men    200€  200€ +
deposit:  2x    200€  400€ +
Cupcards:  U18   10x 90€ 900€ +
   men   10x 75€ 750€ +
   Coach   90€  90  € + 
   parents  4x 90€ 360€ +
food   25x breakfast  30€  750€ +
   10x 5 meals   50€  500€ +
   15x 8 meals   70€          1050€ + 
BVG   25x    19€  475€ +

total:  25 person     5875€ 
payback of deposit cash after tournament at office    -400€     

Example 
Registration



Categories
U10 -> born 2011 or later

U11 -> born 2010 or later

U12 -> born 2009 or later

U13 -> born 2008 or later

U14 -> born 2007 or later

U15 -> born 2006 or later

U16 -> born 2005 or later

U17 -> born 2004 or later

U18 -> born 2003 or later

U20 -> born 2001 or later

U22 -> born 1999 or later

www.eastercup-moabit.de



Special Corona-Rules
Top 10

Eastercup 2021
1. Eastercup 21 is organized in a trimmed-down version  only 

2. Health stands over all for us

3. We focus on PCR-Test before arrival and mask-requirement during tournament

4. (We believe in the power of sports)

5. Probably we serve food at playgrounds/accommodations

6. No spectators are allowed

7. We don`t offer side-events, just tournament

8. Please note: prices of the invitation can change  

9. If hostels/hotels are closed around the tournament-time in Germany, teams need to search for own 
accommodations

10. All paid fees will be reimbursed in full if your national government or the German government 
make restrictions on participating.

Please note:

We cannot break legal guidlines. If Berlin as our regional government prescribes measures of 
sanitation, emergency vaccination or other policy decisions,  it has to be followed and respec-
ted. These Decisions may be possibly short-dated.

We follow hygiene concept of German Basketball Federation and Berlin Basketball Federation, 
both are linked below. Hygiene concept guidlines for International Eastercup will be publish - 
you get all the necessary information upfront the tournament starts. 
hygiene concepts: 
German Basketball Federation (DBB): 
https://www.basketball-bund.de/wp-content/uploads/21_02_21-Ru%CC%88ckkehr-von-Zuschauern-und-G%C3%A4sten_FINAL.pdf

Berlin Basketball Federation (BBV): 

https://www.binb.info/fileadmin/downloads/Spielbetrieb/Corona-Pandemie/BBV_Schutz-_und_Hygienekonzept_Stand_30.07.2020.pdf

Please stay healthy!


